
Bad Blood 
A Ravenloft Adventure to demo Savage Worlds 

Overview 
 
Where do the new domains of dread come from? When a dark lord is claimed by the Mists and given his own realm, is what 
spreads out before him a land snatched from an otherwise innocent world, or a divine creation made instantly to provide the most 
perfect trap for the new prince of evil, citizens and all? Will the citizens speak to you of roads that used to go to other places, or 
will the believe they have always lived next door to Ravenloft’s older domains? 
 
One thing that seems to be sacrosanct is that the Dark Powers have a sense of poetic justice. While innocents are often devoured 
by the collection of horrors locked in the misty realms, it seems unheard of that the true masters of the realms bestir themselves to 
take action against anyone undeserving of their attentions. If mortals were ripped whole-cloth from another plane to become 
citizens of a new realm, perhaps they were not quite so innocent as they might profess... 
 
The village of Steinberg has experienced a troublesome last few decades. A quiet farming community, it has become more and 
more insular. There is no inn, there is no government to speak of, there is just a small hamlet of people that work their fields by 
day and are careful to lock themselves in their houses by night. They never discuss the strange anemia that seems to afflict those 
with inferior locks or the events of fifty-three years ago that make them believe that their lot is only what they are owed. 
 
Steinberg was once a manorial village that answered to Lord Edgar Hirschfeld. Edgar was a petty man, cross, and quick to pass 
stern judgment on his tenants. Some whispered of terrible acts in his childhood, but even trying understand him could not mitigate 
the sullen hatred the people had for the man. And, as bad as he was to the tenants, he was even worse to his own family. His 
younger brother, Randolf, suffered endlessly under Edgar whenever he could not free himself by traveling the world. 
 
On one particularly challenging day, both men were in the village for the collection of taxes. All were on edge for Edgar’s continual 
miserly behavior, leaning on each citizen to put up exactly what was owed down to the grain. At some point, in front of many 
citizens, Edgar started a bloody row with Randolf over some triviality. No one remembers what it was about, but Randolf finally 
broke. In the middle of the town square, Randolf Hirschfeld beat his brother to death in front of all and sundry. With his last 
breath, Edgar cursed Randolf and his line forevermore. 
 
None in the town knew precisely what they should do. Clearly, murder had been committed upon their true and rightful lord. But, 
through tacit agreement, none ever mentioned the incident outside of the town. Randolf quietly interred his brother with honors in 
the nearby cemetery, wrote letters to other lords about the sad 
accidental death, and assumed lordship of the manor. He gradually had 
less and less to do with the village, until he ceased to bother with it at 
all. For their part, the citizens of Steinberg quietly began to increase 
their self-sufficiency and insularity, never speaking of the tragic events 
of the past. 
 
What none in the town know is that the curse levied upon Randolf 
eventually took hold, and over a few years he was slowly transformed 
into a vampire, with the curse flowing through his line and also 
affecting his children. They still visit the town in secret, taking what 
blood they need. Over the years, their thirst has become enough to 
overwhelm what ethics they once had, and they now hunt without 
remorse. Randolf is a vampire lord upon a blighted manor. A prime 
candidate for the mists. 
 
But it is not Randolf that the dark powers have come to claim. In his 
tomb, Edgar lies beneath a blessed sword that Randolf had forged to 
keep his brother at his rest. Even now, this weapon is potent enough to 
weigh down the dark soul of the former lord and keep it from working 
evils beyond death. But were this sword taken up, perhaps as the only 
weapon capable of dispatching a master vampire in his home, who 
knows what kind of creature would wake in Edgar’s tomb to claim a 
new domain of dread? 
 
The Dark Powers know. And they wait for a group of heroes to upset 
the delicate balance in this small land tentatively drawn into the mists... 
 



Steinberg and Environs 
 

 
 
Distances (in minutes’ walk): 
 A B C D E 
A - 10 30 15 30 
B 10 - 15 5 15 
C 30 15 - 25 10 
D 15 5 25 - 25 
E 30 15 10 25 - 
 
The area is a standard temperate countryside in late fall: the 
fields are harvested, the sunlight is faintly obscured by fog and 
thin clouds, and the temperature ranges from cool during the 
day to just above freezing at night.  
 
The areas on the map represent cleared space. Much of the 
surroundings are light woods giving way to dense forest. 
 

Encounters 
A: öCliffõ Edge 
 
The PCs emerge from the mists onto this hill in early afternoon. 
It has a decent view. Perhaps most immediately noticeable is the 
yawning misty void to the south. Ahead there is nothing but 
dense white fog, and looking down over the edge one cannot see 
the ground, only more mist. An entire “cliff” line, cradled in the 
mists, extends as far as the characters can see to the east and 
west. Careful investigation shows that the soil is not rocky in 
any way, and a successful Climb check to safely lower down over 
the edge can confirm it: this is not a natural cliff line, but seems 
like a portion of land was just snipped off of some normal 
countryside. The ground beneath the lip of the hill is just soil. 
 
To the north, the characters can make out a small village sitting 
in the middle of farmland, smoke rising out of chimneys. To the 
northwest is a fenced area that is most likely a cemetery. A 
Notice check reveals the Vistani wagons to the east of the village. 
A Raise on this check reveals the manor house nestled in the 
trees to the north of the lake between the cemetery and village. 
 
About five to ten minutes after the PCs arrive, they are set upon 
by Wolves. These are extras and are equal in number to the PCs 
+1. A Survival check is sufficient to realize the wolves do not look 
starved. An Occult check reveals that the wolves are behaving 
unnaturally in a way consistent with control by some dark force. 

B: Steinberg 
 
This village has perhaps three-dozen small homes, though there 
are a handful of outlying farm houses that are not part of the 
central village. Other than homes, there is a small general store, 
a blacksmith’s forge, and a larger building that was once the inn 
and is now used for any town business that requires a central 
office (such as storing the rare mail or having infrequent town 
meetings). A few larger buildings and silos are used to store the 
harvest. 

 
Hirschfeld House (E) 

 
All the windows in town have highly secure shutters and the 
doors look thick and all have locks (and most can be barred 
from within). During the day, citizens sit outside their homes 
working on various winter crafts like sewing or woodworking, 
but by dusk they have all retreated inside. There is little 
conversation between townsfolk, even when outsiders are not 
around. 
 
All citizens start out as Uncooperative to outsiders, and worsen 
by one step if pressed on the weirdness of the area: they are 
highly resistant to what they perceive as being judged by others. 
At least three citizens must be made Helpful to allow the 
characters to sleep at the old inn, and even then it’s suggested 
that they should be on their way in the morning. 
 
Streetwise checks to gather information are at -4 (and are 
impossible at night). Information that might be given up if the 
PCs are asking about it (via specific questions): 

Success: The Vistani showed up yesterday, and the villagers 
want them to leave. There’s another town up the road 
to the north where they might have more luck. The 
manor house belongs to the local lord, don’t go 
bothering him. The cemetery is where the town’s buried 
its dead for generations. 

1 Raise: The town doesn’t lock up because it’s afraid of 
wolves; those haven’t been a problem for anyone. 
Nobody really leaves the village, so it’s not unusual that 
they haven’t heard from nearby villages lately. The new 
lord doesn’t really bother with the town much; he 
inherited from his brother a while ago and doesn’t seem 
to care to bother with the town. 

2 Raises: The village does, in fact, have a hereditary problem 
with anemia that’s arisen in the last generation. No 
one’s actually seen the lord in years. The old lord was 
buried with a fancy sword that his brother said was 
some kind of magic. 

 
NPCs in town include: 

Evert Bauer: Miller, old man, anemic 
Dries Gier: General store owner, burly 
Elias Kehr: Farmer, town drunk 
Imma Kehr: Town’s best seamstress, Elias’ wife 
Axel Lehr: Young man, blusters at outsiders 
Petra Lehr: Axel’s mother, husband died of anemia 
Josef Stammel: Old farmer, remembers the Event 
Anke Stammel: Josef’s daughter, Farmer 
Eva Kleitsch: Pretty teen, Axel’s girlfriend 

 
If the players sleep in the inn or camp near town, they might be 
attacked by one of the Daughters (Young Vampire). On defeat, 
she turns to mistform and retreats to the manor. 

 
Steinberg (B) 

 
Cemetary (C) 

 
“Cliff” Edge (A) 

Vistani Camp (D) 

Lake 



C: Cemetary 
 
This fenced and gated cemetery looks old: it has at least two 
centuries worth of folk buried within. A Lockpicking check can 
remove the large padlocked chain that holds the gate shut, or 
Climb can be used to scale the fence. 
 
Within, the cemetery is mostly headstones, but a few larger 
sepulchers and monuments serve to break up visibility lines and 
make it difficult to navigate, particularly at night. One 
particularly large sepulcher near the back holds Lord Edgar 
Hirschfeld. He appears to have died at age 45, and if the PCs 
find out what year the locals think it is, they can determine that 
he died 53 years ago. 
 
Inside the tomb, if the PCs open the stone coffin they find a 
largely skeletal body with a very nice, silver-etched longsword 
atop in military rest. An Arcana check is sufficient to identify the 
blade as magicked in some way. With a raise, the check reveals 
that the sword is blessed, likely to fight the undead. If this 
information is revealed, an Occult check reveals that such a 
blade could slay vampires permanently. However, a raise on the 
Occult check reveals that such a weapon, left in this state, may 
be as a ward and taking it could have consequences. 
 
Whenever the characters leave the cemetery, a number of 
Skeletons have arisen roughly equal to their number (twice as 
many if it is night). If they did not take the sword, an equal 
number of Zombies have also arisen. All of these creatures are 
extras. (They were awoken by Edgar’s dormant shade to try to 
convince the characters to take up the sword.) A Daughter 
might accost them here at night if they take the sword. 
 

D: Vistani Camp 
 
Several wagons have been rolled into a defensible camp 
formation here, and around two dozen Vistani make up this 
particular group. They arrived yesterday, investigating the new 
land that is trying to open to them. So far, they are not terribly 
impressed. 
 
The Vistani are as much of an enigma to giorgio as they always 
are, and they would be quick to match threats or violence from 
the PCs with more of the same. However, they have no 
particular agenda against the PCs at this point, so would be 
willing to match them in Gambling, sell them camping supplies 
(at a dear price), and even give them a Tarokka reading if one is 
desired. Unfortunately, they cannot help the PCs with their 
mission: their raunie can tell that they have been brought here 
for a purpose, and it would go ill for the Vistani to interfere by 
helping overmuch or leading them through the mists back home. 
They might share some of these facts on a Persuasion check. 
 
Some of the Vistani in the camp include: 

Mirela: The raunie (matriarch) 
Nicholas: The captain (male leader) 
Andre: Skilled gambler 
Dragos: Violinist 
Violeta: Merchant 
Alexandra: Warrior 
Felix: Warrior 

E: Hirschfeld House 
 
This has been the manor home of the Hirschfelds for over a 
century. Though it was built to last, up close it now appears like 
it has been suffering decades of neglect. Trees grow all the way 
up to the house, the paint has weathered mostly away, and the 
roof has not-been fixed in decades. Yet small touches indicate 
that it is still lived in: leaves have been swept away from the 
house, the windows are clean (though they appear to be 
shuttered from the inside), and no obvious signs of structural 
unsoundness mar the building. A Tracking check, however, can 
reveal that there are no signs that anyone has walked the path 
to the house in some time. 
 
A Lockpicking check with one raise is required to open the front 
door. Breaking a window does not dislodge the interior shutters, 
but it doesn’t take much effort to force them open if time is not 
pressing and noise is not a worry; though they do seem like they 
would be harder to break from the inside. 
 
The interior of the house is a fairly standard mansion of around 
5,000 square feet. A ground floor features a few living and 
entertaining spaces, a kitchen, and a dining room. The upstairs 
features four bedrooms and a study. There is a door down to a 
cellar that seems heavily barred from within: it will require 
substantial work, time, noise, and tools to batter it down. 
 
Like the exterior, the interior shows strange signs of neglect 
coupled with use. The kitchen is dusted but otherwise does not 
appear to have been used in years, likewise with the entertaining 
rooms. There do appear to be candles stocked in multiple 
locations, and many seem to have been recently burned (they 
are extinguished during the day, of course). The bedrooms don’t 
appear like they have been used for sleeping in some time, but 
three contain many furnishings that are well cared-for. Two of 
the rooms appear to be those of young noblewomen, while the  
master bedroom is that of a male widower. 
 
If there is time for Investigation in the study, the extensive 
libraries and journals can be used to put together much of the 
story from the overview. On a simple success, this takes six 
hours, and each raise reduces the time by half. 
 
The house is inhabited by Randolf (a Master Vampire) and his 
two Daughters, Alexa and Iris (Young Vampires). None are 
extras, and Randolf is a Wild Card. If any vampire is 
incapacitated, it turns to mistform the following round and 
retreats to its coffin in the cellar. If incapacitated with the 
blessed sword or decapitated by it the round before turning to 
mist, the vampire is permanently slain. Otherwise, the vampire 
becomes a corpse in his or her coffin and regenerates at sunset 
the following night. During this period, the body can be easily 
disposed of by staking and other rites available to anyone with 
Occult knowledge. 
 
The vampires always turn to mist to leave the cellar. If the door 
is broken during the day, all that aren’t regenerating will rouse 
themselves to fight (but are at -1 to all tests and obviously 
subject to luring into sunlight). At night, they will observe 
intruders in mist form and look for an optimal time to strike. 
Incidentally, the lake behind the house has enough current to 
count as running water. 



Conclusion 
 
If the PCs permanently dispatch Randolf and his daughters without removing the sword from Edgar’s tomb, the dark powers 
release the new land never to become a domain. The fog rolls in to sweep away the PCs as they leave the manor house, taking 
them back to some other domain, and the Vistani make their own way home, enigmatically as always. 
 
If the PCs removed the sword to defeat the vampires, they may be here for some time longer... Edgar rises in an unholy form to 
reclaim his land, and it will soon become a permanent domain if the PCs cannot stop him. 
 
If the PCs died facing the vampires, the mists may soon seek out a new group of heroes to complete this story. If there’s anything 
the dark powers hate, it’s an unfinished tragedy... 
 
 
 

Notes 
 
 



Sofia Koehler, Seasoned Cleric of the Morninglord from Barovia 
 
Attributes Skills Other 
Agility d10 
Smarts d6 
Spirit d12 
Strength d4 
Vigor d4 
 
Charisma +0 
Pace 5 
Parry 2 
Toughness 4 
Armor 5 
(Torso, Arms) 

Boating  
Climbing d4 
Driving   
Faith d12 
Fighting   
Gambling  
Guts  d6 
Healing  d6 
Intimidation   
Investigation  d4 
Knowledge 
   Occult  d4 
Lockpicking d4 

Notice* d4 
Persuasion  d4 
Piloting   
Repair   
Riding  d4 
Shooting  d8 
Stealth  d6 
Streetwise   
Survival  d4 
Swimming  d4 
Taunt   
Throwing   
Tracking  d4 

Damage Weapons and Armor 
Wounds 
   -1   -2   -3   Inc 
Fatigue 
   -1   -2   Inc 
Injuries 
 
 
 

Light Crossbow: 15/30/60 yards, 2d4 damage, 
RoF 1; AP 2 and 1 action to reload 
 
Leather Coat: +1 Armor (Torso and Arms) 
 
“Borrowed” Riding Horse 
 
Cannot carry more gear without 
encumbrance penalty 

Hindrances 
 
Elderly (Major): -1 Pace (included), max d4 Strength and 
Vigor 
Enemy (Minor): Strahd von Zarovich 
Hard of Hearing (Minor): *-2 Notice vs. sound 
 
Edges 
 
Arcane Background (Miracles): Priests must stay true to the 
tenets of their religion 
Holy Warrior: Powers, below 
 
Powers 
 
Power Points: OOOOO OOOOO 
 
Dawnburst (Bolt): Ranged attack, 1+ PP, 12/24/48 yards; 
supernaturally evil or otherwise unholy target takes 1d6 
damage (2d6 undead, 3d6 sunlight-vulnerable undead); 1 PP 
per target (max 3), spend double PP to do double damage; no 
effect on mundane targets 
Sun’s Warmth (Healing): Misc action, 3 PP, Touch; Removes 
wound on success +1 per raise; Must be used within an hour 
of taking the wound; Suffers additional penalty to roll equal to 
target’s wound penalty; Can also heal poison or disease if used 
within 10 minutes 
Repulse Evil: Misc action, 1 PP, 24 Yards; Targeted undead 
must make a Spirit roll; failure = shaken, snake eyes = 
destroyed 

 
You were a simple village healer, already well into adulthood, when the vampires began to take villagers. Of course, none was 
willing to speak the truth of what happened until your mentor arrived in town, bearing a backpack full of weapons and the 
blessings of the outlawed church of the Morninglord. His god held one central tenet: no matter how dark it seems, there will always 
be a dawn. For your village, he was the coming of that dawn, and when full morning saw the predators that had fed on your flock 
burned all to ash, you went with him to become a new disciple of the god of hope in the darkness. 
 
That was so long ago now. You’ve brought up your own disciples, and seen too many of them die to the fangs of the undead. You 
had thought you were too old for this, were ready to retire back to the role of a simple healer, and let what you had built up 
continue the fight. But then one of your students returned with a plan to strike at the heart of evil in the realms, and you could 
not refuse the well thought out and daring plan. 
 
You should have refused. You should have told them to find someone more like you when you were younger. You know that it’s 
not your fault, on some level, for you were still more skilled than any that fought beside you, and that’s why you yet live. But if 
you’d been stronger, younger, perhaps you could have turned the tide against the ancient might of the lord of vampires. Or 
perhaps you would have simply been too young and foolhardy to run... like your companions. 
 
His agents chased you across Barovia and into the mists. You’ve wandered for what seems like days but it’s hard to tell when lost in 
the borders. Finally, the mists clear and you find yourself here... 



Malcolm Mackenzie, Seasoned Swashbuckling Rogue from Kartakass  
 
Attributes Skills Other 
Agility d12 
Smarts d6 
Spirit d6 
Strength d6 
Vigor d6 
 
Charisma +0 
Pace 6 
Parry 8 
Toughness 5 
Armor 6 
(Tor., Arms, Legs) 

Boating  
Climbing d6 
Driving   
Fighting  d12 
Gambling  d4 
Guts  d4 
Healing   
Intimidation   
Investigation   
Knowledge  
Lockpicking d6 
Notice d6 

Persuasion  d4 
Piloting   
Repair   
Riding   
Shooting   
Stealth  d8 
Streetwise  d4 
Survival   
Swimming   
Taunt   
Throwing  d4 
Tracking   

Damage Weapons and Armor 
Wounds 
   -1   -2   -3   Inc 
Fatigue 
   -1   -2   Inc 
Injuries 
 
 
 

Steelsong (Saber): Str+d6 damage; Parry +1 
(and +1 Fighting from Edge; Parry bonus not 
included in Attributes) 
 
Throwing Knives: 3/6/12 yards, Str+d4 
damage, RoF 1 
 
Stylish Leather Armor: +1 Armor (Torso, 
Arms, Legs) 
 
Can carry 5 more lbs. of gear without 
encumbrance penalty 

Hindrances 
 
Illiterate (Minor): Never learned to read 
Phobia (Major): -4 to all trait tests in haunted locations 
Wanted (Minor): Person of interest in several domains 
 
Edges 
 
Thief: +2 bonus on Climb, Lockpick, and Stealth rolls (Stealth 
in urban areas only) 
Trademark Weapon: +1 bonus on Fighting rolls with Steelsong 
 

 
They claim that Kartakass is the land with no lord, a haven for singers and a spark of heroic light among the darkness of the 
domains. They sing these songs so often that some even believe them, and loudly enough to drown out the howls of the wolves 
that rule the darkness outside their doors. There may be no lord in Kartakass, but there is evil, true. 
 
You decided at an early age that it would be better to be from a land of dashing bards than to have to be in one, and began to ply 
your sword across the realms. A gentleman of a particular build and need for income tends to find more work as a thief than a 
sellsword, and so you found yourself with a trail of paper behind you, not a word of which you could read. But they read it for you, 
with every gaol and headsman in the land learning the crimes of young Malcolm Mackenzie. 
 
In your heart, though, you’re not a thief, but a hero worthy of songs. For now, your only singer is the steel of your blade, but that 
will not last forever. There are still a few lands where a man can prove himself a hero that has a less than heroic reputation 
following him. Fewer lands after last night, though. The score was too good to pass up: a merchant’s vault with enough gold to set 
you up on your path in a way the taletellers would never forget. 
 
No one said that the vault was a tomb. Rows and rows of the merchant’s ancestors were all stacked up around the chests of lucre. 
Your contact couldn’t have known the boyhood trauma that caused you to be fighting against your own fear of the dead, and how 
it slowed your normally masterful skill with tumblers and silence. The guards swooped down and you found yourself fleeing for 
your life. Into the woods. Into the dark. Into the mists... 
 
You’ve wandered for what seems like days, but finally the mists clear and you find yourself here... 
 



Rhys Sulien Llewellyn, Seasoned Elven Wizard from Darkon 
 
Attributes Skills Other 
Agility d6 
Smarts d12 
Spirit d8 
Strength d4 
Vigor d4 
 
Charisma -2 
Pace 5 
Parry 2 
Toughness 4 

Boating  
Climbing  
Driving   
Fighting   
Gambling   
Guts  d8 
Healing   
Intimidation   
Investigation  d10 
Knowledge 
   Arcana  d8 
Lockpicking  
Notice d10 

Persuasion   
Piloting   
Repair   
Riding   
Shooting   
Spellcasting d12 
Stealth   
Streetwise   
Survival  d4 
Swimming   
Taunt   
Throwing   
Tracking  d6 

Damage Hindrances 
Wounds 
   -1   -2   -3   Inc 
Fatigue 
   -1   -2   Inc 
Injuries 
 
 
 

All Thumbs (Minor): -2 on Repair rolls, 
breaks mechanical device when using it when 
rolling a 1 on the skill die 
Cautious (Minor): Never makes rash 
decisions and likes to plot things thoroughly 
before taking action 
Elderly (Major): -1 Pace (included), max d4 
Strength and Vigor 
Outsider (Minor): Distrusted for being an elf; 
-2 to Charisma (included) anywhere but 
Darkon or Sithicus 
 
Can carry 20 lbs. of gear without 
encumbrance penalty 

Edges 
 
Arcane Background (Magic): Mages become Shaken when 
rolling a 1 on the spellcasting die 
Low-Light Vision: Ignores penalty for dim and dark lighting 
New Power: Powers, below 
Power Points: Power Points, below 
Wizard: Each raise on spellcasting reduces spell cost by 1 PP 
 
Powers 
 
Power Points: OOOOO OOOOO OOOOO 
 
Mage Armor (Armor): Misc action, 2+ PP, Touch; target gains 
Armor 2 (4 on a raise) to all locations; Lasts 3 rounds (can be 
maintained for 1 PP each additional round; maintenance 
imposes -1 to further Spellcasting) 
Magic Missile (Bolt): Ranged attack, 1+ PP, 12/24/48 yards; 
target takes 2d6 damage; 1 PP per target (max 3), spend 
double PP to do double damage; hits incorporeal 
Web (Entangle): Ranged attack, 2+ PP, 12 yards; opposed by 
target Agility; success = -2 to Pace and all Agility and Strength 
skills, raise = full restraint; targets can attempt to break free; 
+2 PP to affect Medium Burst instead of single target 
Fireball (Blast): Ranged attack, 2+ PP, 24/48/96 yards; 
Medium Burst; all in area suffer 2d6; raises don’t matter; +2 
PP to increase to 3d6; +2 PP to increase to Large Burst 

 
Darkon is perhaps the strangest of the domains, and has had the most turmoil over the last few years. The wise of your realm 
know much of the truth. Your lord, Azalin, is a mage so ancient and so enamored of his undead servants that he could only be a 
lich. It is also an open secret that he cannot leave this world and seeks nothing more than an escape. His constant efforts are 
whispered to be the cause of the series of cataclysms that have wracked this land. But, since the last, when he disappeared for years 
while his capital became Necropolis and then eventually resumed his rule of the land, it has been quiet. 
 
And quiet among the circles of the wise breeds intrigue. You’ve survived centuries of life, and remember this land before it was 
claimed by Azalin, before the mists came and carried you to these benighted shores. You do not intend to feel a dagger in the back 
from some young aspiring necromancer seeking to collect the spellbooks of one not in league with the undead. You do not intend 
to be enrolled in some mad fiend’s quest to learn more about the Dark Powers. It is trying to keep one’s ethics intact in this place, 
especially among the younger echelons who have not seen the consequences of dabbling in dark magics when their progenitors are 
keeping a greedy eye on the land. 
 
So until this drama concluded, it was your plan to return to your home in Neblus, northernmost city of the realm and with only 
the misty border beyond. But the mists are treacherous, and perhaps your escape from intrigue was not expected by one of the 
mysterious beings that control this world. All you know is that the mists rolled into your home itself, leaving you only a few 
moments to dress and gather up a few crucial items before your entire world was a white fog and you felt earth rather than floor 
beneath your feet. Despite your sullen intention to stay put and not wander, the mists had their own ideas. Within a few hours of 
your refusal to budge, they nonetheless rolled away, having deposited you here... 
 



Thomaz öFat Tomõ Dilisnya, Seasoned Knight from Borca 
 
Attributes Skills Other 
Agility d8 
Smarts d4 
Spirit d4 
Strength d10 
Vigor d10 
 
Charisma -2 
Pace 5 
Parry 7 
Toughness 8 
Armor 10 
(all locations) 

Boating  
Climbing d10 
Driving  d6 
Fighting  d8 
Gambling   
Guts  d4 
Healing   
Intimidation  d4 
Investigation   
Knowledge 
Lockpicking  
Notice d4 

Persuasion   
Piloting   
Repair   
Riding  d6 
Shooting   
Stealth   
Streetwise  d4 
Survival   
Swimming   
Taunt   
Throwing   
Tracking   

Damage Weapons and Armor 
Wounds 
   -1   -2   -3   Inc 
Fatigue 
   -1   -2   Inc 
Injuries 
 
 
 

Longsword: Str+d8 damage 
 
Full Chain Armor: +2 Armor (all) 
 
Medium Shield: +1 Parry (all, not included), 
+2 Armor vs. ranged attacks 
 
Warhorse 
 
Cannot carry more gear without 
encumbrance penalty 

Hindrances 
 
Bad Luck: One less benny per session 
Obese: -1 Pace (included), d4 run, +1 Toughness (included) 
Ugly: -2 Charisma 
 
Edges 
 
Block: +1 Parry (included) 
First Strike: Once per turn (if not Shaken), free Fighting 
attack against a foe that moves adjacent (interrupts 
opponent’s action) 
Rich: Triple starting wealth and good income 
Sweep: Fighting attack at -2 penalty targets all adjacent 
(friend and foes); roll damage separately 
 

 
You were always a bit on the heavy side. Doughy. Pudgy. Maybe only big boned. The son of a wealthy traveling merchant perhaps 
has access to more sweets than sense, and your terrorized house servants had more success handing you candies than convincing 
your parents to take a firmer hand. Perhaps that’s why you were so terrible to everyone. Perhaps that’s why you didn’t understand 
consequences. Perhaps that’s why you didn’t think anything much about treating the Vistani as badly as you treated anyone. 
 
Fortunately, the wrongs an eleven year old can do to someone is much less than you might have done had you been allowed to 
exist in such a way into manhood, or even just long enough to develop a sense of vengeance greater than self preservation. As it 
was, all you did was break some valuables, throw a tantrum, and spit. As curses go, you’ve later learned that yours was relatively 
mild. Others got truly creative terrors levied upon them by the Evil Eye. You got some bad scarring pox and a permanent run of 
bad luck. 
 
It brought you to your senses in a way nothing else probably would have. You do have to admit in the quiet moments that you’re 
still kind of an asshole, but at least you try to make sure the people you turn your wroth on truly deserve it. And, admittedly, 
aren’t able to curse you back. With the bad luck and disfigured complexion meaning you’re just going to be married off to some ill-
fated rich girl with a dowry eventually anyway, you haven’t particularly denied yourself your real joy in life: fine cuisine. But many 
have been surprised to find that your vice is gluttony, not indolence. You paid attention at military school, and you’re becoming 
quite a skilled warrior. 
 
But there’s still that bad luck, complicating everything. Only you would ride past the signpost to your uncle’s estate, where you’d 
visited at least once a year your entire life, and keep trooping northward right toward the Shadow Rift. Only your horse would shy 
from some imagined terror just as you realized your mistake and began to turn, racing off and falling into the huge misty void that 
is the center of the realms. And only you, on realizing you weren’t falling to your death but actually just traversing the mists and 
finding them quickly clear to an unknown yet solid ground, would think, “Oh, Ezra, what now?” 
 



Jonathan Weathermay, Seasoned Monster-Hunting Noble from Mordent 
 
Attributes Skills Other 
Agility d6 
Smarts d8 
Spirit d8 
Strength d4 
Vigor d6 
 
Charisma +6 
Pace 6 
Parry 2 
Toughness 5 

Boating  
Climbing  
Driving   
Fighting   
Gambling   
Guts  d8 
Healing   
Intimidation   
Investigation  d4 
Knowledge 
   History  d8 
   Occult  d8 
Lockpicking  

Notice d4 
Persuasion  d8 
Piloting   
Repair   
Riding  d4 
Shooting   
Stealth   
Streetwise  d4 
Survival   
Swimming   
Taunt  d8 
Throwing   
Tracking   

Damage Equipment 
Wounds 
   -1   -2   -3   Inc 
Fatigue 
   -1   -2   Inc 
Injuries 
 
 
 

Around 20 lbs. of monster-hunting gear 
 
Nice outfit 
 
Full coin purse 
 
Loyal riding horse 
 
Cannot carry more gear without 
encumbrance penalty 

Hindrances 
 
Clueless (Major): -2 penalty on Common Knowledge rolls 
Enemy (Minor): Various rival nobles 
Loyal (Minor): Cannot leave a friend behind if there’s any 
chance of helping 
 
Edges 
 
Attractive: +2 Charisma (included) 
Charismatic: +2 Charisma (included) 
Noble: +2 Charisma (included), Rich, has responsibilities 
Scholar: +2 bonus on Knowledge (History and Occult) rolls 
 

 
Mordent doesn’t have much of a nobility, but what it does have is your grandfather Lord Jules. He mostly rules with a light hand 
with little power outside the city of Mordentshire, which is, itself, mostly run by the Mayor, your uncle (by marriage) Daniel 
Foxgrove. His daughters, your cousins, Gennifer and Laurie run the herbalist shop of the late and famed monster hunter Rudolph 
van Richten. They are becoming quite the monster hunters themselves. They were inspired by their uncle: your father: George: 
Mordent’s favorite son and stalwart enemy of evil. And so are you. 
 
Sadly, something of your grandfather’s health, or perhaps your mother’s blood, has passed to you. Your father has been a prodigal 
knight errant since before you were born, and even your lady cousins have, if the rumors are to be believed, begun to fight 
monsters in hand-to-hand combat. You never really had the constitution for combat training and, in a sedate and small duchy such 
as yours, it was never pressed on you like other noble lads. Instead, you were left to idle away your youth with books. That is, when 
you weren’t badgering Mr. van Richten for stories down at his shop. 
 
You’ve passed through adolescence with the good favor of the blood, however, and you were always a likeable boy. The family has a 
hard time really looking down on you for your lack of skill at arms, because they know that you’re soon to make a match to the 
lady of your choice. Your grandfather would prefer you find a duke’s daughter, or at least the get of a rich baron. 
 
Not to let down the family, of course, but why should your cousins get to be the heroes, following in your own father’s footsteps? 
How could you even get married before you’ve proven that you’re a man of the true Weathermay blood: a protector of the 
innocent and a bane to all that would haunt the night? You left a note for your family, gathered up some funds and a carefully 
collected bag of tools to fight the forces of darkness, and set out to look for wrongs to right. 
 
You hadn’t gotten far along the old south road before a fog rolled in from the sea. You tried not to stray, but everyone knows the 
mists are tricky. Soon you lost the sound of the sea. Not too much later the mists cleared and you were here... 



Player Rules Summary 
 

Basics 
 
Skill checks: 
• To make a check, roll the skill die plus a wild die (d6) and keep 

the highest result. Both dice explode (“Ace”). 
• If you do not have a skill, you roll a d4 plus the wild die and 

subtract 2 from the highest result. 
• The difficulty is 4 unless noted otherwise. 
• Every +4 on the margin of success is a Raise and has a special 

effect (e.g., rolling an 8 against the standard difficulty is one 
Raise and rolling a 12 is two). 

 
The basic attributes define soft caps for skills but are not added to 
skill rolls. Instead, attributes are used for: 
• Agility is used to perform/resist combat tricks. 
• Smarts is used for Common Knowledge rolls, to perform/resist 

combat tricks, and resist Taunt. 
• Spirit is used to resist Intimidate and remove Shaken. 
• Strength controls climbing speed, defines encumbrance, resists 

disarm and grapple, and adds to melee damage rolls. 
• Vigor controls Toughness and is used to recover from 

Incapacitation (and Wounds with a Benny). 
• Charisma is added as a flat bonus to all Persuasion, Streetwise, 

and similar social rolls. 
• Pace determines movement speed. 
• Parry is the target number of melee attacks against you when 

you are armed. 
• Toughness is the difficulty of a damage roll against you (it 

usually includes armor as well). 
 
Bennies: 
• A Benny is the game’s equivalent of a drama/hero/fate point. 
• Most players start each session with three and can be awarded 

more for story goals. 
• You can spend a Benny for a reroll of any trait test (reroll all 

dice). You can spend multiple and keep the best result. 
• You cannot spend a Benny on a damage roll. 
• You can spend a Benny to recover more quickly from Shaken or 

to try to reduce Wounds. 
 

Combat 
 
• Rounds are six seconds. 
• Initiative is “rolled” every round by drawing from a deck of 

cards and acting in order Ace to Deuce. If you draw a Joker you 
can go at any time, and also gain +2 to all trait and damage rolls 
for your action. 

• You can perform multiple actions in a round (you get a free 
move on top of your action). These actions must be different 
things or at least involve different wielded weapons (e.g., you 
can’t attack twice with the same weapon). You take a -2 to all 
actions for each extra action you perform. 

• Attacks: 
o Melee: Roll Fighting vs. a difficulty of the target’s Parry. 
o Ranged: Roll Shooting or Throwing (at a -2 penalty for 

each extra range increment beyond short) against difficulty 
4 (may be further modified by cover, concealment, or 
attacking armed targets point blank).  

• Damage: 
o Every raise on the attack roll adds +1d6 damage. 
o You don’t roll a wild die for damage, but the dice do Ace. 
o All damage dice are added together. 
o The damage total is compared to the target’s 

Toughness/Armor total. 
o If the roll is a success, the target is Shaken. If the target 

was already Shaken, he takes a Wound. Each Raise also 
deals a Wound. 

o Shaken characters can only move (at half their Pace) and 
attempt to remove Shaken. 

o On his turn, the character must make a Spirit roll to 
remove Shaken. Without a Raise or a Benny, this uses up 
the character’s action for the round. 

o Wounds apply penalties to Pace and all trait tests (-1 for 
each Wound). If you spend a Benny to remove Shaken after 
taking a Wound, you can also roll Vigor to attempt to 
remove the Wound. 

o A character with four Wounds is Incapacitated and must 
roll Vigor to avoid dying. 

• Special Actions in Combat: 
o Aim: Take a round aiming (no movement either) to get +2 

to next round’s ranged attack. 
o AoE: Any AoE attack rolls one attack roll but separate 

damage against all affected. 
o Called Shot: Get around Armor by taking a penalty to hit 

unarmored locations (Limb -2, Head -4). Headshots deal +4 
damage. It is also a -4 to target other small locations (e.g., 
stake a vampire). 

o Cover and Darkness: If target is covered, attack rolls suffer 
-1 (light), -2 (medium), or -4 (heavy). Attack rolls suffer -1 
in dim light, -2 in near-darkness (and targets can’t be 
attacked more than 10 feet away). 

o Defend: A defense as your action increases Parry by +2. 
o Disarm: Make a called shot at -2 and the defender must 

beat the damage with a Strength test. 
o Firing Into Melee: Rolling a 1 on the Shooting/Throwing die 

indicates a random nearby target was hit. 
o Full Defense: Roll a Fighting test to set Parry for the round. 

You can’t move. 
o Ganging Up: Each ally adjacent to and attacking target past 

the first gives +1 to all allies for the attack. 
o Grappling: Make a Fighting roll to entangle the target 

(Shaken on a Raise). The target must attempt to escape on 
subsequent rounds. 

o Prone: Gain medium cover against ranged attacks (except 
point blank) but -2 Parry and Fighting rolls. 

o Test of Wills: Roll Taunt opposed by Smarts or Intimidate 
opposed by Spirit. A success gives you +2 to your next 
action against the target (and the target is Shaken on a 
Raise). 

o Trick: Describe a maneuver and roll contested Agility or 
Smarts against the target. Success gives the target -2 Parry 
until his next action, and a Raise makes him Shaken. 

o Unarmed Defender: If you aren’t armed, melee attackers 
gain +2 to their Fighting rolls to hit you. 

o Wild Attack: Add +2 to your attack and damage for the 
action, but take -2 from Parry until your next action. 

o Withdraw from Close Combat: All non-Shaken enemies get 
a free attack (but you could Defend). 

 


